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CHAPTER V 

CLOSURE 

 

A. Conclusion  

 

Based on the research result of Exploring English Department 

students’ challenges when presenting Thesis Proposal Seminar, it can 

be concluded that there are seven challenges and nine solutions that 

students have in thesis proposal seminar. These are : 

1. Challenges  

Students do not have special technique for good English 

presentation; Students still be nervous when presentation; Students 

can not answer question clearly in English; Students be scared of 

public speaking by foreign languange or pronunciation; Students 

less confidence on own self (anxiety); Students lack preparation of 

English seminar; Students do not understand research method 

clearly.  

2. The Solutions  

Trust on own ability; More practicing; Look for motivation; 

Understanding of research; Training on good strategies of English 

seminar; Good planning  for seminar.  
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Those all the result of this research, students can use or try for any 

solution for preparation of thesis proposal seminar. To get success of 

thesis proposal seminar.   

 

B. Suggestion 

From the result of research, discussion, and conclusion which is 

discussed above, the researcher gave suggestion as follows:  

1. The students should practiced more about how to make self high 

confidence for speak up in front of people or stranger.  

2. The students should often learned, especially good technique for 

presentation.  

3. The students should practiced more how to speak English as good as 

possible, especially for accent and pronunciation. 

4. The students should be able to know how the step for making thesis 

proposal seminar, especially for English Department.  

5. For lecturers who teach Seminar and speaking should give more 

exercise for good presentation. Not only how good presentation but 

also answer question clearly.  

The final of this research, the researcher hoped the thesis should gave 

many benefit for reader. Especially for English Education Department, 

which thesis proposal seminar is the important step for undergraduate 

students. Then, readers were able to solved the challenges and made thesis 
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proposal seminar better. Students also be aware good seminar should make 

best thesis for research.  

English Education Department students were able made thesis 

proposal seminar for the first step in thesis. Always practicing and trying 

for many strategies in seminar, then looked for any experiences should 

gave knowledge for facing seminar.  

 


